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Did you know that Red Riding Hood was famous twice? 

 

The first time was when she had an adventure 

with a big bad wolf who pretended to be her Grandmother… 

 

 

 
The second time was when she saved her friends the birds 

from Big Red Rooster and the terrible Wind Monsters. 

 

 

 

This is the story about that second time… 
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After her adventure with the Big Bad Wolf,  

Red grew up in the Hood family’s home in The County.  

When she graduated from university she had learned many things 

about her friends the birds. 
 

 

She had learned about birds 
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Everyone called her Red Riding Hood, or Red for short, 

partly because of the red hoodie she wore as a child, 

and also because her Hood family’s home in The County 

was in a red riding. 
 

Ridings are places where grownups decide who gets to play House  

in a magical playground called Queen’s Park.  

In Red ridings most of the grownups prefer the colour red. 

And Queen’s Park is in Toronto, the biggest red riding of them all. 

 

In Queen’s Park the red grownups were led by Big Red Rooster. 

Now Big Red Rooster was a very poor speller, but he tried his best 

to cast his spells over all the ridings: 

the red ridings, the blue ridings, and the orange ridings 
 

 

Casting a spell 
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One day Big Red Rooster dreamt up a “Green Planet Spell”. 

It was supposed to make all the grownups feel good 

about keeping the world from getting too warm.   

Red thought it would make a better world for her bird friends. 
 
But Big Red Rooster was a poor speller. A very poor speller indeed! 

He could not make his Green Planet Spell work in the countryside.  

It worked in the cities where it made the grownups feel good, 

but he could not make it work in the countryside. 
 
Instead of making the grownups in the countryside feel good 

about keeping the world from getting too warm, 

it caused giant Wind Monsters to magically appear in nearby fields, 

making people sick, and killing Red’s friends the birds. 

 

 

Wind Monsters made countrysiders hot under the collar 
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Countrysiders knew that Wind Monsters should not be allowed 

in nearby fields.  Countrysiders got hot under the collar. 

Most got so angry they didn’t want to be red ridings any longer. 

Some became blue ridings, and some became orange ridings. 
 
Soon there were no red ridings remaining in the countryside. 

Soon all the red grownups in Queen’s Park were from city ridings.  

When they played House, they had to play City House, because 

nobody from the red city ridings knew how to play Country House. 
 
When Red had grown up in The County it was a red riding. 

So when she finished university, Red wanted a job in a red riding. 

But The County was now a blue riding.  

So Red found a job in Toronto, the biggest red riding of them all. 
 
Before driving to Toronto, Red wanted to visit Aunt Scarlett 

who lived in Grandmother’s old cottage on Wolfe Island. 

Big Red Rooster had cast a Green Planet Spell on Wolfe Island, 

and that spell had infested Wolfe Island with giant Wind Monsters. 
 
Instead of making Wolfe Islanders feel good, 

The Wind Monsters were making them feel 

hot under the collar. 

And Red wanted to find out why. 
 

From the ferry Red counted 86 Wind Monsters before 

the morning sun.The closer she came, the bigger they loomed.   

They loomed far above the trees. 

Their 258 big white blades sliced at the sky.  
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From the ferry, Red counted 86 Wind Monsters  

And those Wind Monsters seemed not to care about the houses,  

or the people,  

or the birds. 

Their 258 big white blades just kept on slicing and slicing. 

 

 

Their blades just kept slicing and slicing 
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When Red arrived Aunt Scarlett was in bed, looking sick and pale.   

She said “I can’t get any sleep because the swooshing sounds 

of those terrible Wind Monsters  

come right into my cottage all night, every night. 
 

 

Aunt Scarlett was in bed, looking sick and pale 

 
 

“And every morning there’s a flickering shadow 

that keeps reminding me they’re still here.  

Your grandmother would have cried.” she said. 

“Those Wind Monsters have changed Wolfe Island forever.” 
 

Aunt Scarlett sobbed as she told Red the really tragic news 

about Red’s friends the birds:  “Those terrible Wind Monsters  

have killed more birds than anybody expected  

when Big Red Rooster cast his Green Planet Spell on this island.” 
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Then Aunt Scarlett gave Red a big old mirror with a golden frame. 

She said “Your Grandmother wanted you to have this magic mirror 

when you finished university. 

She said that one day you may find a special use for it.” 
 

 

“Your Grandmother wanted you to have this magic mirror” 
 

So Red tearfully accepted the magic mirror and drove on 

to visit her parents at the Hood family’s home in The County. 

When she got there, Red’s father was furious.  

As he paced the floor, he said The County had lost its Democracy.  
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“We are now at the mercy of Big Red Rooster,” he said.  

“He is casting Green Planet Spells all over the countryside. 

City grownups feel good, but countryside grownups suffer.  

And we have no say in the matter.” 
 

 

“We don’t speak to our neighbours any longer” 

 

Red’s mother said “We don’t speak to our neighbours any longer. 

And instead of producing affordable electricity,  

those terrible Wind Monsters  

are making our electricity bills higher and higher.”  
 
Red was worried that if the Wind Monsters come to The County  

they will be right in the middle of the big migration flyway  

that is used by her friends the birds every Spring and every Fall.  

So Red said goodbye to her parents, and she drove on to Toronto.  
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Something must be done, thought Red. 

Red had lots of friends in Toronto. 

She would ask them to help her.  

Together they could stop Big Red Rooster’s Green Planet Spells. 
 
But Big Red Rooster had made her Toronto friends feel good. 

They wanted to stop the world from getting too warm, 

and they didn’t know that Wind Monsters shouldn’t be allowed 

near where people live, or near bird migration flyways.  
 
And they didn’t know that every giant Wind Monster in The County 

would be only a few inches shorter than the Great Pyramid of Giza, 

which was the tallest building in the world 

for nearly four thousand years. 
 

 

Only a few inches shorter than the Great Pyramid of Giza 

 

Red knew that those giant Wind Monsters 

Should be kept far away from people and from birds. 

But her Toronto friends just said “Selfish countryside NIMBYs  

should make a few sacrifices for their grandchildren”. 
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Red’s Toronto friends were no help at all. 

It’s a big trick, thought Red Riding Hood,  

I must tell Big Red Rooster.  

He will know what to do. 
 
Big Red Rooster sat behind his big brown desk.  

He listened politely when Red told him,  

“Your Green Planet Spells are ruining the countryside.  

The Wind Monsters huff and they puff. It’s a big trick,” she said. 

 

Big Red Rooster listened politely 

“You think they don’t make people sick. 

But they do,” she said.   

“And on Wolfe Island they are killing more birds 

than anybody expected.” 
 
But Big Red Rooster just sighed. “I’ve heard these stories before, 

My playmates found no proof Wind Monsters make people sick.   

And birds collide with cars and houses all the time.  Surely you  

must realize we need to stop the world from getting too warm.” 
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Red could not believe her ears.  

“But countrysiders are suffering,” she said.  

“And your cousins the birds are dying. When you play House  

in the Queen’s Park playground all your playmates are from cities.”  
 

 

“But countrysiders are suffering,” 

 

Big Red Rooster replied, “Countrysiders will get used to  

Wind Monsters. No one will complain—except those selfish NIMBYs  

who think there is something special about the countryside.   

You have nothing to fear. Trust me,” he said. 

 

But as Big Red Rooster led Red out of his office he surprised her: 

“Frankly, I’ve been making too many spelling mistakes,” he said. 

“So I have decided to close the Playground for a while, 

until my playmates can find a New Red Rooster. 
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“I have decided to close the Playground for a while” 

 

“But before I go I want to cast my very last spell,” he said. 

“And I would like you to come as my guest  

to a private spelling bee in the empty Playground.  

You can watch me cast a Green Planet Spell all over The County.” 

 

Red Riding Hood nearly panicked. 

She knew she must act quickly to save her friends the birds  

who use their migration flyway in The County 

every Spring and every Fall. 
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But Red had a plan. 

And when she attended Big Red Rooster’s private spelling bee 

Red brought the magic mirror  

that her Grandmother had left for her. 
 
And as Big Red Rooster cast his Green Planet Spell,  

Red stood up close to him.  When she held up the magic mirror 

his Green Planet Spell was reflected  

right back into Queen’s Park. 
 

 

The Green Planet Spell was reflected 

Then a giant Wind Monster appeared in Queen’s Park, 

just like magic.   

It huffed and it puffed,  

and it made the grownups in Toronto get hot under the collar. 
 
The grownups in Toronto shouted “No Wind Monsters,  

No Wind Monsters!” They did not want any giant Wind Monsters 

keeping them awake every night 

and sending out flickering shadows every morning.  
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The grownups in Toronto shouted “No Wind Monsters” 

 

The next day the Toronto grownups insisted that Big Red Rooster  

take his giant Wind Monster out of Queen’s Park.  

And they invited Great Blue Heron and Baltimore Oriole 

to have their turn at playing House. 
 

 

Great Blue Heron and Baltimore Oriole 
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Meanwhile, Green Planet Spells were bringing Wind Monsters  

right into the birds’ migratory flyways.  So when the Queen’s Park  

Playground was re-opened, Great Blue Heron and Baltimore Oriole  

asked their wise cousin, Judge Raven, for a legal opinion.  

 

They asked if Green Planet Spells could ever be cast again.  

When Judge Raven replied “Nevermore,” everyone cheered. 

Red’s friends the birds knew that they would finally be safe 

in their migratory flyways.  They lived happily, ever after. 

 

 

 

Judge Raven’s legal opinion 
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